
Two-line phones for home or office.

25 -channel, 2 -line, dual -keypad
cordless & speakerphone
ET -598. Perfect for in -home business! Speakerphone
leaves your hands free during conference calls. Two-
way intercom allows communication between base
and handset. 25 -channel cordless gives you clear call
quality. Speed -dialing memory holds up to 20 num-
bers. LED indicators for major functions, including
conference and hold. Each line has a distinctive ring.
(TSP) 43-698 139.99

2 -line speed -dialer
ET -146. Two lines and speed -dialing convenience for
20 numbers, including four one -touch priority num-
bers. With one -touch last -number redial, hold, and
flash for use with Call Waiting and other phone serv-
ices. Each line has a distinctive ring to let you know
which line to answer. Ring and hold indicator lights.
Hearing -aid compatible. Desk or wall. (TSP)
43-642 69.99

2 -line cordless with
conference call and auto -talk
ET -596. Conference call function lets you have a 3 -way
conversation with two different numbers. With auto -
talk, you don't have to push a button when you lift
handset from cadle-it's ready to operate. CCT noise
reduction and 25 channels for clear connection every
time! 65,563 digital security codes help keep conversa-
tions private. Memory holds 10 numbers. Battery -saving
circuitry. (TSP) 43-696 119.99

Lighted keypad 2 -line
ET -293 Trim-Fone'. This compact two-line phone's
large buttons are lit for easy dialing in low -light or
no -light surroundings. The handset has built-in
amplifier with rotary volume contro' right where
you need it. Plus conference call feature, hold button,
and separate hold and ring indicator lights. Last -
number redial. Desk or wall. (TSP)
43-622 59.99

Convenient
Two -Line
Quality
You'll find what you need in a phone at

RadioShack-your telephone store! Whether it's

business or fun, we know you depend on your

phone for daily communication. Our two-line

phones are designed to give you the best sound

and value for your home or office.

14.614--DS

Multi -line Convenience. For busy families,
small businesses or anyone needing a second line
fpr use with the Internet or a fax machine.

System Phones. Phones that work together to
create a system with interconnecting features
sich as intercom and line status indication.

line Status. Indicates if another extension is
in use so you do not interrupt the conversation or
cisconnect the call.

Line Lock. Prevents other stations within the
same phone system from listening to private con-
v9rsations.

Conference Calling. Lets you conduct 3 -way
onversations with two additional parties.

Intercom. Lets you to talk to an extension
phone from a system phone, or hold a 2 -way
conversation between the base unit and handset
of a cordless phone.

Soeakerphone. Allows hands -free conversation.

Traditional 2 -line
ET -181. This standard black desk phone has two-line
capability. Features status indicator lights to tell you
which line is ringing or on hold. Each line has a spe-
cific ring tone. Oversized buttons for fast, easy dialing.
Hi/lo/off ringer control for each line. Last -number
redial. Hearing -aid compatible. (TSP)
43-470 49.99

Prices apply at participating RadioShack stores and dealers Not all items in all stores-ask about our ordering service (items subject tc ayallal- it,


